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Listing Large is a half-hour reality series that follows the lives of Odeen Eccleston and Lamont 
Wiltshire, two ex’s turned business partners who are in the midst of building their own real estate 
empire. While Odeen rocks designer stilettos on the construction site in between daycare pick-up 
and negotiating multimillion dollar deals, hardnosed entrepreneur and builder Lamont ensures they 
turn a profit.

With an award-winning development firm under their belts, Odeen and Lamont are now expanding 
to launch their own high-end real estate brokerage. They’ll be bringing on new agents, opening 
a new office and becoming masters of one of the worlds toughest markets – all while juggling 
parenthood, friendship and love.
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Episode 101 – Lift Off
Real estate partners, Odeen and Lamont, balance their complicated personal history with the launch of their new office and 
brokerage. 

Episode 102 – Commitment Issues
Odeen and Lamont navigate a new stage of their relationship as they help with each other’s – separate – homes. 

Episode 103 – Flipping the Script
Lamont takes the lead to finish his and Odeen’s shared investment project, and Crystal ruffles feathers with staging Diana’s 
listing.

Episode 104 – On the Market
Pressure on Odeen and Lamont’s business ramps up with some unexpected news, while Odeen dives headfirst back into the 
dating pond.

Episode 105 – Hot Prospects
Odeen gets to work to sell a new luxury listing but her plans clash with Lamont when his DM deal could turn out as a date. 

Episode 106 – Back At It
Lamont and Odeen spend more time together to pitch a client to take their business international, and an old friend returns to 
the office.

Episode 107 – Swimming In It
Pressure mounts among the WE Group agents with a big launch around the corner and Odeen’s schedule over capacity. 

Episode 108 – Date Night?
Odeen and Lamont make plans outside of work, reluctant to label it a date. Crystal and Stefan clash over her new role and his 
priorities.

Episode 109 – Hurricane Brittany
Odeen’s sister Brittany flies into town and pressures Odeen to spill the tea on what’s really going on between her and Lamont.

Episode 110 – Now or Never
Odeen goes above and beyond to finish off the investment house to surprise Lamont but he may have a surprise of his own.


